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      This books provides an interesting, provocative and engaging series of chapters that provide topics that are essential reading for the module 'Global Families' on a Family and Community degree course.




  
          Dr Michael Richards




              


    
      



 


 
      Interesting book and useful when discussing cultural differences within families




  
          Miss Johanne Child




              


    
      



 


 
      This is a book that will be recommended. I like the structure of the chapters that include critical thinking questions. The module is called 'Global Families' and this would be an excellent concise starting point to base further reading about the topics.




  
           Pat Hosgood




              


    
      



 


 
      This book will be recommended to learners who may wish to research changing communities and diverse cultural roles within families settling and adapting to western society.  The book examines globalisation and the challenges this will have on families.  To develop traditional studies of family structure, social inequality this book investigates how globalisation affects employment, family studies and government policies.




  
          Mrs Marion Farnworth




              


    
      



 


 
      Yes, we are using this for our new module Connected Lives, it has provided a good insight into the global character of family life




  
          Dr Gaynor Bagnall




              


    
      



 


 
      A recommended text for students studying international and community perspectives with overseas placements




  
          Mrs Cyndy Hawkins




              


    
      



 


 
      Chapter 3 will be an interesting read for year 1 students when we look at international perspectives




  
          Miss Lorna Wardle




              


    
      



 


 
      This is a fantastic book that provides students with a global context of families and includes information about wide ranging current issues that is essential in developing their knowledge base.




  
          Ms Andrea Collins




              


    
      



 


 
      A thorough colourful detailed examination of childhood and families across the world in the 21st century. Very readable style and the end of chapter questions are useful discussion starters.




  
          Mr Patrick Meehan




              


    
      



 


 
      Not educationally related enough for the module it was intended for.




  
          Mrs Jennifer Marshall




              


    
      



 


 
      This is a very useful book that looks at families beyond the local level.




  
          Dr Christine Corcoran




              


    
      



 


 
      Karraker provides a much needed and updated analysis of the impact of globalisation on the contemporary family and family structures.  The chapters are organised in such a way that they can be easily cross-referenced for information on different family structures in various societies.  This book is an excellent study aid to the AQA A-level Families and Households unit.




  
          Mr Dennis Hamilton




              


    
      



 


 
      Good book for those students looking for a broader depth of knowledge.




  
          Ms Dawn O&#039;Connell




              


    
      



 


 
      Although the book is interesting, it is not exactly what I was looking for. I thought it would include a differentiation of adult and children's perspectives. Anyhow, the book is well written and up to date and I might use it in another context of teaching later on.




  
          Ms Julia Franz
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    SAGE Knowledge is the ultimate social sciences digital library for students, researchers, and faculty. Hosting more than 4,400 titles, it includes an expansive range of SAGE eBook and eReference content, including scholarly monographs, reference works, handbooks, series, professional development titles, and more.

The platform allows researchers to cross-search and seamlessly access a wide breadth of must-have SAGE book and reference content from one source.
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